Decode the Message
After Barbara Hillary completed
her impressive treks to the North
and South Poles, she wanted
to inspire others to embark on
the adventures of their dreams.
Through her speeches, Barbara
encouraged people to live life to
the fullest. Use the code to uncover
Barbara’s wise words.
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Surf Scramble
In 2020, Maya Gabeira surfed a 22.4
meter high wave—that’s about as
high as two school buses stacked on
top of each other vertically! It was
the biggest wave surfed by a woman
ever. Maya continues to catch waves
all over the world. Surfers use certain
words to describe the conditions on
the water and the different parts of
a wave. Some of the words Maya and
her fellow surfers use are below, but
they’ve been scrambled. Unscramble
them to learn how to talk like a
surfer. And, if you get stumped,
check out the hint box below.

lurc
tresc
draobfrus
awev
chbea
dledpa
tekcop
thertsu
elrrab
llews
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curl
crest
surfboard
wave
beach
paddle
pocket
thruster
barrel
swell
rashguard

Hint Box

draugrsha

Color the Galaxy

In her space shuttle Endeavour, Mae
Jemison soared into the stars and
took in magnificent views of the
galaxy. But in the image below, all
the colors are missing! Help fill in
Mae’s outer space adventure in vivid
color. And while you’re doing so, scan
the QR code to listen to Mae’s audio
story on Rebel Girls app.
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Reach the Peak!
Skilled climber Luo Dengping is embarking on a new route.
Help her find the way to the top of the mountain!
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